I08     MARIA   THERESA   OF   AUSTRIA
Some of her loyal courtiers had a medal struck with
Francis's portrait, and the inscription " aut Caesar aut
nihil" engraved on one side of it. On the other side,
to show their contempt for the Bavarian Elector, his
portrait was shown with the words " Et Caesar et nihil"
(" Caesar and nothing else").
Maria Theresa had little time to nurse her grief over
the loss of the Imperial Crown, for Frederick, alarmed
by her success in Upper Austria, broke the Convention
of Klein-Schnellendorf on the flimsy excuse that she
had not  kept  it a secret.   He moved his army to
Bohemia,  and attacked her  troops,  commanded by
Charles of Lorraine, at Chotusitz and Czaslau.   Neither
battle was a decisive victory for Frederick, and he did
not actually gain very much by them, except that he
again weakened Maria Theresa's forces.   But with most
of the Continent in arms against her, she was forced,
after these defeats, to conclude at least a temporary
peace with Frederick.   At the preliminary peace of
Breslau, which was later confirmed by the Peace of
Berlin of July 28, 1742, Frederick was given most of
Silesia and the county of Glatz.
Maria Theresa never ceased to be bitter about this
Peace. " The Peace of Breslau was forced upon me,"
she wrote later, " and my hopes based on this Peace
were not fulfilled." Above all, the conclusion of this
First Silesian War stimulated her loathing for Frederick;
at twenty-five hatred had become one of the dominant
elements of her character. <e I am not made so unhappy
by the actual loss of Silesia," she wrote, " as I am by
the fact that a neighbour whose character is so low has
taken possession of this,Province." This outburst was,
of course, not strictly a true expression of her real
feelings; she was broken-hearted about the loss of

